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Obama accuses China of not benefitting Africans 

US President Barack Obama, said that his country does not feel threatened by the mushrooming of 

trade and investment by China in Africa. He added that goals of social and political development in  

Africa were important to the US, unlike China, who according to him, focuses on commercial  

interests that are not necessarily beneficial to Africans, reports Business Standard (India). China has 

expanded its economic activity in Africa during the last decade. China has however come under  

increasing criticism for a relationship in which it is accused of primarily exploiting Africa’s natural  

resources, with very little long term benefits for Africa in return, according to Nation Daily (Kenya). 

 

Sudan and China sign mining and oil agreements 

Sudan and China have signed agreements for joint co-operation in the fields of mining and geological  

research, reports Sudan Vision (Sudan). Under the agreement, Sudan has accepted to hand over six 

mining blocks to the Chinese government for distribution to Chinese companies and to work towards 

overcoming the difficulties facing Chinese companies operating in the country. On its side, the Chinese 

government promised scholarships in the field of geology, minerals and the use of satellites and remote 

sensing technology for exploration, according to Alnilin (Sudan). 

 

Ghana's crackdown on illegal mining prompts Chinese exodus 

The Ghana Immigration Service (GIS) has announced that about 4000 Chinese immigrants living in the 

country have been repatriated back to China due to their involvement in illegal mining. Francis Palmdeti, 

Director of the GIS, said this mass repatriation should serve as a relief for nationals living in mining  

communities, reports Spy Ghana (Ghana). The Chinese miners are blamed for environmental  

degradation and depriving Ghanaians of millions of dollars in lost revenue. The increase in tension saw 

many Chinese robbed and attacked by locals, resulting in a big exodus in the past few weeks, according 

to South China Morning Post (China). 

Chinese factory accused of poisoning Somaliland water  

Jeronimo, a Chinese-owned tanning factory based in Somaliland, has been accused of dumping  

dangerous chemicals in waterways, causing respiratory problems for people living near the factory,  

reports The Guardian (UK). Local people believe that the government has failed to intervene for fear of 

spooking foreign investment. Li Fai La, manager at Jeronimo, says that there are plans for possible  

relocation of the company to Ethiopia where there is a larger water supply, according to Cyprus Today 

(Cyprus). 

Southeast Asian nations and China enter South China Sea talks 

China agreed to hold talks with Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) on a code of conduct to avoid conflict 

in the South China Sea, as the Philippines warned of increased militarisation of the resource-rich waters 

and Singapore cautioned that the start of talks did not mean there was agreement, reports Business 

Day (South Africa). Talks to date have resulted in a possible code of conduct for the water ways. The 

code however would not touch on countries' territorial claims but would set "rules of the road" for actions 

by ships, aiming to minimize the risk of a misstep that could lead to conflict, according to Reuters (UK). 
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